Yesterday was the 1st anniversary of "Dick" Meier. Pray for him.
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The principal Masses in Freshman and Zahm Halls this week for Art Tracy.

THE TEMPLE OF THE CATHOLIC RELIGION.

No building on earth can compare with the Temple of the Catholic Religion.

Christ is its cornerstone. Its bed is the immovable Rock of St. Peter. The ground in which its foundation is laid is the terra firma of Reason.

Looking up, no other building is so splendid in its skyward reach. Bright and precious is each stone upon stone of the Faith.

Only this Temple leads men securely upward to the haven of Hope and up farther still into the heaven of endless Charity.

If this is not fictitious rhetoric but fact, non-Catholics ought to be curious about peering into this Temple. Catholics themselves, if ill-instructed concerning the beauty and truth of their faith, ought to take time out to inspect their Temple to the least detail.

The Structure.....

of the Catholic Church, its foundations in reason, its doctrine and morality revealed by God, its answers to age-old and modern problems--all these, sincere inquirers among the student body can find in Father Lynch's informal discussions each Tuesday evening at 6:30 in 107 Cavanaugh Hall.

Sign up tonight, those of you who would like to know more about the Catholic Religion. Especially sign up, those of you whose reasonings on the eternal truths have been illogical or whose faith has been shaky. Sign up, those of you who know there's a God, yet do not profess an unassailable faith.

You have no obligations, any of you, but the obligations of conscience. No one is forcing you into a corner. "Here, you be a papist—or your non-conformist head comes off." The discussion is so informal, you sit at your ease, you smoke. YOU LIKE IT.

If......

as was suggested last night, you thoroughly know the foundations of faith; if it's the divine life within the Temple you wish to know more about, then Father Mathis is the priest you are looking for. He is hard at work these days and nights drafting his exposition of the Church's Liturgy, his illuminating lessons on each day's Mass.

Already he has arranged with the University's Department of Art--thanks cordially to Professors Sessler and Hanley--a Liturgical Project: the mysteries and symbols of the Catholic Faith worked out in art-forms. *** See Father Mathis any night this week after supper. Place: Corby Hall. Brother Aloysius will show you to the parlor.

PLEASE NOTE: Men who regularly eat in the Caf can help the "Adoration" by volunteering to cover the noon hour. *** After you've vested, please use the kneelers up front.

PRAYERS: (Deceased) Clarence Briarton; Mr. G. Loughlin; Mrs. Daniel Ronai; grandmother of Fred Hollinger (Cav.); friend of Bro. de Sales, C.S.C.; aunt of Joe Hughes (Dillon); friend of Russ Jandoli (Al.); Mrs. Banning (Des Moines); (I'll) great aunt of Em Neagle (Cav.) father of Matt Gonring (Wal.); cousin of Jim Murphy (How.); Msgr. Jos. O'Brien; (seriously) uncle of John Webster (Borin); (seriously) aunt of Dan and John Stack (St.E).